The article discusses a small number of Estonian similes connected with the concept kiiresti ('quickly', 'fast'), used to describe physical bodily movement as well as mental movement associated with cognition. Most of the analysed similes characterise dynamic progressive or non-progressive situations; the relationship between the progress of a situation and viewpoint, expressed in these similes, may be defined or undefined. Most of these phrases are understood through metaphoric transfer: the source domain often being an animal or a characteristically fast moving natural phenomenon, while the target domain is mostly a human. The article describes systematic semantic projections that might be regarded as manifestations of naïve physics in language. The presented semantic variants clearly represent the characteristic tendencies of metaphoric transfer -for example, while speaking about mental processes through physical processes or conceptualising the abstract through the concrete.
The article deals with similes which in (the Estonian) phraseology are of relatively stable structure and occur in quite large numbers. The main aspects of the expressions that I will discuss in the following are associated with the concept kiiresti 'rapidly', 'quickly', 'fast'. The aim of the article is, on the one hand, to explicate the extent and way how the concept functions in the meaning of the expression(s), whether the expressions share common semantic features, which figures are used for expressing the same or similar referential content, and, on the other hand, which conceptual domains a figure of speech comprises. In explaining the trope formation mechanisms of similes I have proceeded from the cognitive theory of metaphor, which operates with concepts like mapping, projection, conceptual domain and domain of experience, source and target domain, etc. The theory of metaphor was introduced by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson already in 1980, and considerably changed the conventional understanding of the functioning of metahttp://www.folklore.ee/folklore/vol27/oim.pdf doi:10.7592/FEJF2004.27.oim phor (see Lakoff & Johnson 1980) . Lakoff and Johnson claim that (1) metaphor is not a matter of words, but of concepts; (2) the aim of metaphor is to allow us to better comprehend certain concepts, and not poetic or aesthetic expression; (3) metaphor is often not based on similarity; (4) metaphors are freely used in everyday conventional language not only by exceptionally talented speakers but by ordinary people; (5) metaphor is not excessive, although an enjoyable linguistic embellishment, but unavoidable process of human thought and discourse (see e.g. Kövesces 2002: VIII; see also articles in Estonian in Krikmann 2002 Krikmann , 2003 H. Õim 1997; Vainik 1995; Tragel 2003) .
The expressions and sentences analysed in this article are borrowed from the database of Estonian phrases of the Estonian Literary Museum, a corpus of material collected mainly at the end of the 19th and the 20th century.
THE CONCEPT KIIRESTI IN SIMILES
The concept kiiresti appears in the meanings of a number of similes. Such expressions centre on processes in time, also to personal human characteristics: their purpose is to characterise the change in the location of object or subject or a course of events intensively and within a short period of time, a person's tendency to complete all his or her actions quickly, or his or her restless nature, and assessment. It is characteristic of similes that the expressions demonstrate the maximum intensity (of speed) relative to standard norm -the degree of the characteristic is identified with something that is considered the typical bearer of the maximum degree (Metslang 1997: 148) . As expected, most often the attention is turned to a person who is moving quickly, disappearing from sight, acts rashly and negligently, is irascible, etc. -in other words, the speaker's attitude towards the person s/he describes is clearly negative. I have grouped similes with sufficient overlapping of meaning, equal in their textual use, under synonymic lists (see Apresyan 2000: X ff.; A. Õim 1991: 4). The similes discussed here are partial rather than full synonyms (see A. Õim 2002: 309-311 ; see also Akhmanova 1969) , although fully synonymic similes quite often coincide on the semantic (the lexical meaning of a language unit), grammatical (the www.folklore.ee/folklore www.folklore.ee/folklore www.folklore.ee/folklore www.folklore.ee/folklore www.folklore.ee/folklore morphology of a language unit) and on the syntactic level (the syntactic role of a language unit in a sentence). In principle, all these similes could be regarded as units of subcategories in synonymic relationships branching on the basis of several characteristics and grouped under the category kiiresti (see A. Õim 2002: 294, 295) . For example, similes on starting of movement: nagu nöörist 'like from a string', justkui tikust tuli 'came like fire from a match', nagu püssist 'like from a handgun'; on coming, arrival: tuleb nagu püssipauk 'comes like a gunshot', tuleb äkki nagu piksenool 'comes suddenly like a flash of lightning', nagu välk selgest taevast 'like a lightning from blue sky'; on moving forward: jookseb nagu jänes 'runs like a hare', läheb kui tuli sõõrdu mööda 'goes like a wildfire on the field', läheb nagu lingukivi 'goes like a slingshot'; on moving on a spot, back and forth or from one location to another: justkui tuulispask 'like a whirlwind', keevad kui sipelgad 'boil like ants', nagu uba keevas katlas 'like a bean in a boiling kettle'; on diminishing of something: lähevad nagu soojad saiad 'go like warm buns', sulab nagu kevadine lumi 'melts like spring snow'; on ending: nagu tilk vett kuumale kerisele 'like a drop of water on a hot oven', läks kui kerisele 'went like on a hot stove', nagu koera kaelas vorst 'like a sausage around a dog's collar'; on progress: nagu nuusata 'like blowing the nose', käib nagu käkitegu 'goes like making a cake' / 'like a piece of cake', käib nagu kaljapudi laste käes 'goes like kvass powder at the hands of children'. This also explains why the synonymic list of similes like jookseb kui hobune, jookseb kui kits, jookseb nagu metskits, jookseb nagu põder 'runs like a horse /a goat / a wild deer / a moose' does not include similes describing movement in any other way, such as: venib kui härg 'drags like an ox', venib nagu sandi kelguohelik 'drags like a cripple's sledge string', loivab kui hüljes 'shambles like a seal' meaning 'to move slowly'; astub nagu kass märga maad mööda 'steps like a cat on a wet ground', i.e. 'to watch the step', 'to step carefully'. This would, of course be possible, if we take motion as the main category that includes subcategories like MOVING SLOWLY, MOVING QUICKLY, etc. That the main category is rarely signified with comparative phrases appears to be a feature characteristic of similes.
My analysis comprised 158 similes, characterised by the semantic concept KIIRESTI, whereas the meaning of 26 of these similes includes two or more content aspects of the concept. According to phraseological synonymic relations the material discussed here can be categorised into similes describing fast movement, action, activity, talking, or irritation. Similes forming synonymic lists tend to group into synonymic subcategories. A synonymic list may, for example, consist of the following expressions (a) usin nagu mesilane 'busy as a bee', usin nagu sipelgas 'diligent like an ant', kui kihulane 'like a midge', kui ämblik vee peal 'like a spider on water', nobe kui päästlane 'swift like a swallow'; teeb tööd kui tihane 'works like a tomtit', nagu käblik 'like a wren', nobe kui västrik 'swift like a wagtail', virk nagu nirk 'hard-working like a weasel', väle kui hirv 'quick like a deer', ole atses kui koer linnu taga 'is at work like a dog hunting a bird', nagu putsai 'like a feather'; käivad nagu kerilauad 'move like swifts', terane kui nõel 'sharp as a needle', erk kui koera kirp 'agile as a dog flea', nagu kirp koera perses 'like a flea in a dog's arse', virk kui kutsika sitt 'swift like a puppy's dung', nagu kurg läheb korra puusse ja murrab sääreluu 'rushes like a stork against the tree and crushes shinbone', nagu juut naise man 'like a Jew with a woman', nagu tuul 'like wind', justkui tuulispask 'like a whirlwind', kärme kui tulehakatis 'fast like kindling', nagu tulesäde 'like a firespark'; (b) läheb nagu lepase reega 'goes like on an alder sleigh' / 'goes swimmingly', läheb kui õlitatult 'goes as if greased', läheb nagu masinaga 'goes like with a machine', kui lõhn 'like a smell', käib nagu käkitegu 'like making a cake' / 'like a piece of cake', nagu nuusata 'like blowing the nose', nagu nohu 'like a running nose', läheb nagu nalja 'goes like fun', käib nagu kaljapudi laste käes 'goes like kvass powder at the hands of children'; töö nagu mäda 'work like rot'; läheb kui lähkritöö 'goes like keg-work'; nagu kangast veab 'like pulling cloth' -all these similes mean 'something is doing something fast or quickly'. Here synonym groups (a) and (b) are distinguished on the basis of the presence of the active controlling agent in the situation. In the first group the synonyms mean that a person is doing something quickly, is swift or diligent, in the second group it is the process or action that goes smoothly and quickly.
Comparing the meanings and aspect of similes, and the speaker's evaluation, we may generalise that the phrases discussed here describe the situations in the following 
SEMANTIC CROSS-DOMAIN MAPPINGS
The similes discussed here are generally understood through metaphoric variations, where one conceptual domain is mapped, i.e. partially projected to a different conceptual domain, so that the second domain is understood in terms of the first domain. The mapped domain is called source domain and the domain where the source domain is mapped is called target domain. For instance, knowing the structure of metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY means knowing a number of correspondences between the two conceptual domains of life and journeys, such as these (see Lakoff & Tuner 1989: 3, 4 All these metaphors are bound to a finite number of characteristics of a dynamic situation, such as dynamic force and speed of motion or action. They have the main meaning focus, which is established on the central knowledge about an entity or event in a particular community of language. In other words, each source domain emphasises one or more aspects of target domain -each source domain, characterising the target domain it is applied to, is set to play a specific role. The target domain thus inherits the main meaning focus of the source domain (Kövecses 2000: 82) . The main meaning focus of the metaphor DYNAMIC SITUATION IS MOTION OF AIR can be understood through the following different specific-level metaphors or mappings.
'Wind' as source domain of metaphors
The metaphoric source domain of the following similes is 'wind', i.e. 'motion of air' relative to the surface of the Earth.
-When the source domain of a metaphor is a person or an animal, moving quickly forward or on a spot, back and forth, from one place to another, or who leaves some place, disappears quickly, then such www. The use of the same simile, figure of speech, in different but similar meanings demonstrates that acting too rashly is often associated with or explained by a person's restless, impatient, quick-tempered character.
'Air' or 'steam' as source domain of metaphor
In the following examples the characteristic referred to in the source domain is the quality of different substances to trigger the sense of smell -organisms emit bioactive substances, i.e. smell, to influence individuals of the same species. A source domain may also be a gas containing flowing fluidal particles, i.e. steam, fog.
-Understanding the meaning of simile 'like a smell' denoting 'someone is quickly moving forward' most likely happens through the projection THE SPEED OF MOTION IS THE INTENSITY OF SPREAD, or in more general terms MOTION IS SPREAD: Nuur hobõnõ, laapsa samm, versta kaosõ nigu lõhn 'Young horse, with vigorous step, versts pass like a smell'. Analogous projections may become important when 'smell' stands for 'heat' or 'blaze' of an oven and the source domain of the metaphor is 'fire', cf.: Erk hobune on, öeldaks ka, läheb kui tulepisu 'It is an agile horse, people say, it goes like a fire spark'. Generally speaking, we may agree that most metaphoric inferences presented here are based on the central mapping the speed ~ intensity of the motion of air > intensity of a situation, in the course of which the main meaning focus -which is on the intensity of a situ- 
CONCLUSION
Although the number of the phrases discussed in this article are relatively limited, their analysis indicates to a large number of possible manifestations of the concept kiiresti, or 'quickly' in the Estonian language. The concept is used in describing the physical movement of a body in space as well as the mental movement associated with perception. The majority of the described similes characterise dynamic progressive or non-progressive situations, the relationship between progress and viewpoint of the situation in the similes may be either specified or unspecified. Similes describing static situations point to characteristically human qualities. Similes are very often used to express that someone moves/acts or something moves/ happens too quickly -the negative attitude of the speaker is clearly detectable. The understanding of the majority of similes is based on metaphoric correspondences, or mappings. The source domain of a metaphor is often an animal or a typically quickly occurring phenomenon of nature, the target domain of a metaphor is usually a person. The systematic projection discussed in the article may, perhaps, be regarded as manifestations of naive physics in language, which occurs among other general popular naïve theories reflected in language. The semantic variations presented here clearly represent the inherent tendencies of metaphoric mappings -be it the speaking of mental processes through the physical or conceptualising abstract phenomena through the specific.
